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Abstract
The concept of Hill parking assist is proposed for motorbikes 
esp. scooters where parking in inclination is a major agony. This 
proposal aims to overcome the issues of parking a motor bike in 
an inclined surface making use of an electronic linear actuator. 
Once a two wheeler is turned off, an electronic system actuates a 
linear motion in the parking assist setup thereby applying brakes on 
both the wheels. The exsisting hydraulic circuit has been modified 
introducing certain new components to achieve the purpose of 
hill parking assistance.
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I. Introduction
Breaking system for motor bikes using disc brakes were invented 
during 1960’s. It has been one of the finest system in motor bikes 
providing control and breaking actions. The disc brake mechanism 
makes use of a hydraulic circuit. This hydraulic circuit includes 
a break handle, master cylinder, break calipers, and rotors and 
fluid lines. When the handle is being lugged, the piston of master 
cylinder will be actuated, which forces the brake pads against 
the rotor. the rotor which is attached to wheel thereby stops the 
vehicle motion.

Hill parking assist also viewed as hand breaking system has 
been used in off-road four-wheelers and trucks for the purpose 
of permanent breaking during parking hours. This system made 
use of a hand break lever which actuates the brake pads (or break 
drums in drum breaking system) and the wheel is restricted from 
motion. The hand-brake lever includes a ratchet mechanism which 
keeps the vehicle in permanent breaking action.

This invention relates to a hill parking brake system which makes 
use of the hydraulic braking circuit which is already present in 
conventional motor bikes (both front and rear circuits). The hill 
parking assist helps the rider to safely park the motor bike in 
inclined surfaces and off-roads. This is quite a modification in 
present hydraulic breaking system where an extra slave cylinder 
with an electric actuator is introduced which automatically locks 
the disc pads when the vehicle ignition is turned off. This system 
makes use of electric signals from the ignition system to actuate 
the electric actuator, which in turn provides motion for the slave 
cylinder. The slave cylinder pushes hydraulic fluid into the breaking 
circuit thereby locking the brake pads. The wheels are restricted 
form motion. Hill parking assist not only provides firm parking 
support but also an excellent safety feature. Hence the wheels are 
permanently restricted from motion by breaking action when the 
ignition is turned off, which provides an additional safety system 
in addition to electronic ignition lock. Presently electronic ignition 
locks are being tampered and prone to theft. This system provides 
an additional mechanical breaking (by hydraulic action) which 
could also be appreciated as a safety system.

II. Technical Background
Background of this invention relates to hydraulic disc brake system 
and permanent braking system. Early motor cycles didn’t seem to 
use brakes, the rider was forced to stop the ignition and wait for the 
vehicle to stop or use his legs for stopping action. The invention 
of drum brake system provided a sufficient breaking action which 
also provided control over maneuvering. Drum brake system used 
brake shoes and cam actuators to press the brake shoes against 
the wheel drum. Later many inventions were done increasing the 
efficiency and effectiveness of drum brake system.

The invention of hydraulic disc brake system dates around 
the beginning of 1960’s. Initially disc brake systems were an 
aftermarket modification for motor bikes, slowly giant motor 
corporations began to adopt that technology for effective breaking 
and racing purposes. The disc brake system does not use any 
pump for creating hydraulic power rather it works on gravity feed 
mechanism. when the brake handle or pedal is pressed hydraulic 
fluid from reservoir is forced to move the brake pads against the 
rotor discs. the rotor discs will be attached to the wheels so that 
the wheel stops when braking action takes place.

The parking brake system also known as hand brake and permanent 
braking system was widely used in off road vehicles and trucks 
which carried heavy loads and rough riding conditions, the parking 
brake system provided a safe parking preventing unnecessary 
vehicle motion during parking due to irregular terrains and 
inclined surfaces. The permanent breaking systems in trucks and 
light commercial vehicles used a separate unique circuit for the 
purpose of permanent breaking. Later many developments have 
been made in parking brake system which introduced electronics 
and automation into the process of parking brake.

III. Exsisting Problem
Today many motor cycles are made with the sole purpose of 
off road use and all terrain drive. These vehicles suffer parking 
difficulties since there is possibility of slip when parked in inclined 
surfaces. the motor cycle might start to roll overcoming the friction 
created by the stand. Even the scooters which uses Continuously 
Variable Transmission (CVT) faces difficulty in parking on 
inclined surfaces. parking motor cycles in geared condition has 
been a solution for off road parking until now, but this practice 
would create unnecessary stress on the gear tooth which could 
probably affect the life of the component. Moreover, the present 
locking system doesn’t seem to be more appealing since many bike 
thefts have been happening by tampering the electronic ignition 
lock. So a hill parking assist brake and an additional safety system 
will be more inspiring to riders and enthusiasts of off-road motor 
cycling.

IV. Construction
This system is merely a modification of existing hydraulic braking 
system. the hydraulic breaking system presently consists of a break 
handle which is operated by the rider through human motions. The 
brake handle is connected to the master cylinder via wire harness. 
the master cylinder is a hydraulic component which creates fluid 
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pressure. The master cylinder is connected to the break caliper via 
fluid lines. The brake calipers consist of brake pads and an outer 
casing. These brake pads create friction with the rotor which is 
attached to the wheel. When the brake handle is pulled the master 
cylinder is actuated and fluid pressure presses the brake pads which 
creates friction to the wheels.

The proposed design adds an extra slave cylinder; the slave 
cylinder is a tandem cylinder which provides fluid pressure to both 
the calipers when actuated. This slave cylinder is electronically 
actuated by pulses from ignition lock whereas the master cylinder 
is actuated by break handle. The slave cylinders are also connected 
to brake calipers via fluid lines. The slave cylinders also use the 
same hydraulic fluid from the reservoir which is used by master 
cylinders. Necessary non-return valves and other safety valves are 
provided for the efficient function of the Hill assist braking system 
without affecting the conventional braking mechanism.

The actuators signal input is from the ignition lock system. 
Necessary electronic circuit components are provided so that 
the electric actuator receives suitable signals to retract when the 
ignition is turned off. A Linear electronic actuator of suitable 
stroke length and specifications is chosen and used. The electronic 
linear actuator is a special kind of actuator that extends on stop 
of supply pulses. So that it stays in retracted position during 
vehicle operation and extends during parking. This modification 
is adopted to save battery so tha supply pulses need not be given 
all the time during parking. Since the parking period is more 
than operation.

V. Detailed Description
This system incorporates hill parking assist in existing breaking 
system without affecting the current breaking mechanisms. During 
normal operation of the breaking system when the rider pulls the 
break handle (for front breaking) or presses the brake pedal (in 
case of rear breaking) the piston of master cylinder is actuated by 
wire harness which pushes hydraulic fluid into the break calipers. 
This fluid presses the brake pads against the rotor motion so that 
the vehicle stops.

The ignition lock system present in current motor vehicles is 
merely a circuit breaker which breaks the current to the ignition 
system.

Fig1. Modified brake circuit for Hill Parking Assist

The circuit can only be closed by using a unique key. when the 
key is inserted into the lock system, the circuit gets complete 
and the engine starts. The hill assist braking system includes a 
slave cylinder which locks the wheels by hydraulic action when 
the vehicle ignition is turned off. A linear electronic actuator is 
present before the tandem slave cylinder. when the ignition is 
trued off and the key is taken from the lock, the supply pulses to 

the tandem slave cylinder stops which causes the slave cylinder 
to create expansion stroke. this expansion stroke creates fluid 
pressure which presses the brake pads against the rotor which 
is attached to the wheel. This stops, literally holds the wheel 
from rotation. During vehicle operation supply voltage will be 
present to the linear electric actuator from the ignition lock system 
through necessary electric components which keeps it in retracted 
position. At this condition the slave tandem cylinder won’t affect 
the normal working of the brakes. When the vehicle is turned off 
(or parked) the tandem cylinder extends and provides permanent 
breaking action.

This Hill park assist system is expected to be used in off-road 
and terrain motor bikes where parking of motor bikes at irregular 
terrains may happen. During these situations the Hill park assist 
system provides firm parking even at inclined surfaces. This 
invention not only viewed as a permanent breaking system but 
also as a safety lock system. Present ignition lock system provides 
safety lock by breaking the supply to ignition system. The presence 
of Hill park assist system also serves as a safety mechanism by 
permanently arresting wheel motion through hydraulic breaking 
action when the ignition is turned off. This provides extra safety 
assurance against theft.

VI. Conclusion
Thus a Hill park assist breaking system has been developed for 
motor bikes which provides firm parking support using the same 
breaking components with minimum modification. This allows 
parking of motor bikes and scooters in irregular terrains and inclined 
surfaces. This system also appreciated as an additional safety 
lock system by hydraulic lock of wheels through brake calipers. 
Hence by introducing an additional tandem slave cylinder, a linear 
electronic actuator and necessary electronic components, Hill park 
assist brake system for motor bikes has been developed.
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